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Summary. Definitions of functional sequences and basic operations on functional se-
quences from a domain to a domain, point and uniform convergence, limit of functional se-
quence from a domain to the set of real numbers and facts about properties of the limit of
functional sequences are proved.
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The articles [10], [12], [1], [11], [4], [13], [2], [14], [3], [7], [8], [6], [5], and [9] provide the notation
and terminology for this paper.

For simplicity, we adopt the following convention:D, D1, D2 denote non empty sets,n, k denote
natural numbers,p, r denote real numbers, andf denotes a function.

Let us considerD1, D2. A function is called a sequence of partial functions fromD1 into D2 if:

(Def. 1) domit= N and rngit⊆ D1→̇D2.

In the sequelF , F1, F2 are sequences of partial functions fromD1 into D2.
Let us considerD1, D2, F , n. ThenF(n) is a partial function fromD1 to D2.
In the sequelG, H, H1, H2, J denote sequences of partial functions fromD into R.
Next we state two propositions:

(1) f is a sequence of partial functions fromD1 into D2 if and only if domf = N and for every
n holds f (n) is a partial function fromD1 to D2.

(2) For allF1, F2 such that for everyn holdsF1(n) = F2(n) holdsF1 = F2.

The schemeExFuncSeqdeals with a non empty setA , a non empty setB, and a unary functor
F yielding a partial function fromA to B, and states that:

There exists a sequenceG of partial functions fromA into B such that for everyn
holdsG(n) = F (n)

for all values of the parameters.
Let us considerD, H, r. The functorr H yields a sequence of partial functions fromD into R

and is defined by:

(Def. 2) For everyn holds(r H )(n) = r H (n).

Let us considerD, H. The functorH−1 yielding a sequence of partial functions fromD into R
is defined as follows:

(Def. 3) For everyn holdsH−1(n) = 1
H(n) .

The functor−H yielding a sequence of partial functions fromD into R is defined as follows:
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(Def. 4) For everyn holds(−H)(n) =−H(n).

The functor|H| yields a sequence of partial functions fromD into R and is defined as follows:

(Def. 5) For everyn holds|H|(n) = |H(n)|.

Let us considerD, G, H. The functorG+ H yielding a sequence of partial functions fromD
into R is defined as follows:

(Def. 6) For everyn holds(G+H)(n) = G(n)+H(n).

Let us considerD, G, H. The functorG−H yielding a sequence of partial functions fromD
into R is defined by:

(Def. 7) G−H = G+−H.

Let us considerD, G, H. The functorG H yields a sequence of partial functions fromD into R
and is defined by:

(Def. 8) For everyn holds(G H)(n) = G(n) H(n).

Let us considerD, H, G. The functorG
H yields a sequence of partial functions fromD into R

and is defined by:

(Def. 9) G
H = G H−1.

The following propositions are true:

(3) H1 = G
H iff for every n holdsH1(n) = G(n)

H(n) .

(4) H1 = G−H iff for every n holdsH1(n) = G(n)−H(n).

(5) G+H = H +G and(G+H)+J = G+(H +J).

(6) G H = H G and(G H) J = G (H J).

(7) (G+H) J = G J+H J andJ (G+H) = J G+J H.

(8) −H = (−1) H.

(9) (G−H) J = G J−H J andJ G−J H = J (G−H).

(10) r (G+H) = r G+ r H andr (G−H) = r G− r H .

(11) (r · p) H = r (p H).

(12) 1H = H.

(13) −−H = H.

(14) G−1 H−1 = (G H)−1.

(15) If r 6= 0, then(r H )−1 = r−1 H−1.

(16) |H|−1 = |H−1|.

(17) |G H|= |G| |H|.

(18) |G
H |=

|G|
|H| .

(19) |r H |= |r| |H|.

In the sequelx denotes an element ofD, X, Y denote sets, andf denotes a partial function from
D to R.

Let us considerD1, D2, F , X. We say thatX is common for elements ofF if and only if:
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(Def. 10) X 6= /0 and for everyn holdsX ⊆ domF(n).

Let us considerD, H, x. The functorH#x yields a sequence of real numbers and is defined by:

(Def. 11) For everyn holds(H#x)(n) = H(n)(x).

Let us considerD, H, X. We say thatH is point-convergent onX if and only if the conditions
(Def. 12) are satisfied.

(Def. 12)(i) X is common for elements ofH, and

(ii) there existsf such thatX = dom f and for everyx such thatx∈ X and for everyp such
that p > 0 there existsk such that for everyn such thatn≥ k holds|H(n)(x)− f (x)|< p.

We now state two propositions:

(20) H is point-convergent onX if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) X is common for elements ofH, and

(ii) there existsf such thatX = dom f and for everyx such thatx∈X holdsH#x is convergent
and lim(H#x) = f (x).

(21) H is point-convergent onX if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) X is common for elements ofH, and

(ii) for everyx such thatx∈ X holdsH#x is convergent.

Let us considerD, H, X. We say thatH is uniform-convergent onX if and only if the conditions
(Def. 13) are satisfied.

(Def. 13)(i) X is common for elements ofH, and

(ii) there existsf such thatX = dom f and for everyp such thatp > 0 there existsk such that
for all n, x such thatn≥ k andx∈ X holds|H(n)(x)− f (x)|< p.

Let us considerD, H, X. Let us assume thatH is point-convergent onX. The functor limXH
yields a partial function fromD to R and is defined as follows:

(Def. 14) domlimXH = X and for everyx such thatx∈ domlimXH holds(limXH)(x) = lim(H#x).

We now state a number of propositions:

(22) SupposeH is point-convergent onX. Then f = limXH if and only if the following condi-
tions are satisfied:

(i) dom f = X, and

(ii) for everyx such thatx∈X and for everyp such thatp> 0 there existsk such that for every
n such thatn≥ k holds|H(n)(x)− f (x)|< p.

(23) If H is uniform-convergent onX, thenH is point-convergent onX.

(24) If Y ⊆ X andY 6= /0 andX is common for elements ofH, thenY is common for elements
of H.

(25) If Y ⊆ X andY 6= /0 andH is point-convergent onX, thenH is point-convergent onY and
limXH�Y = limYH.

(26) If Y ⊆ X andY 6= /0 andH is uniform-convergent onX, thenH is uniform-convergent on
Y.

(27) If X is common for elements ofH, then for everyx such thatx∈ X holds{x} is common
for elements ofH.

(28) If H is point-convergent onX, then for everyx such thatx∈ X holds{x} is common for
elements ofH.
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(29) Suppose{x} is common for elements ofH1 and {x} is common for elements ofH2.
ThenH1#x+ H2#x = (H1 + H2)#x andH1#x−H2#x = (H1−H2)#x and (H1#x) (H2#x) =
(H1 H2)#x.

(30) If {x} is common for elements ofH, then|H|#x = |H#x| and(−H)#x =−H#x.

(31) If {x} is common for elements ofH, then(r H )#x = r (H#x).

(32) SupposeX is common for elements ofH1 and common for elements ofH2. Let given
x. If x ∈ X, then H1#x + H2#x = (H1 + H2)#x and H1#x− H2#x = (H1 − H2)#x and
(H1#x) (H2#x) = (H1 H2)#x.

(33) If X is common for elements ofH, then for everyx such thatx∈ X holds|H|#x = |H#x|
and(−H)#x =−H#x.

(34) If X is common for elements ofH, then for everyx such thatx∈X holds(r H )#x= r (H#x).

(35) SupposeH1 is point-convergent onX andH2 is point-convergent onX. Let givenx. If x∈
X, thenH1#x+H2#x = (H1 +H2)#x andH1#x−H2#x = (H1−H2)#x and(H1#x) (H2#x) =
(H1 H2)#x.

(36) If H is point-convergent onX, then for everyx such thatx ∈ X holds|H|#x = |H#x| and
(−H)#x =−H#x.

(37) If H is point-convergent onX, then for everyx such thatx∈ X holds(r H )#x = r (H#x).

(38) SupposeX is common for elements ofH1 and common for elements ofH2. ThenX is com-
mon for elements ofH1 + H2, common for elements ofH1−H2, and common for elements
of H1 H2.

(39) If X is common for elements ofH, thenX is common for elements of|H| and common for
elements of−H.

(40) If X is common for elements ofH, thenX is common for elements ofr H .

(41) SupposeH1 is point-convergent onX andH2 is point-convergent onX. Then

(i) H1 +H2 is point-convergent onX,

(ii) lim X(H1 +H2) = limXH1 + limXH2,

(iii) H1−H2 is point-convergent onX,

(iv) limX(H1−H2) = limXH1− limXH2,

(v) H1 H2 is point-convergent onX, and

(vi) limX(H1 H2) = limXH1 limXH2.

(42) SupposeH is point-convergent onX. Then|H| is point-convergent onX and limX|H| =
|limXH| and−H is point-convergent onX and limX(−H) =−limXH.

(43) If H is point-convergent onX, thenr H is point-convergent onX and limX(r H ) = r limXH.

(44) H is uniform-convergent onX if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:

(i) X is common for elements ofH,

(ii) H is point-convergent onX, and

(iii) for every r such that 0< r there existsk such that for alln, x such thatn≥ k andx∈ X
holds|H(n)(x)− (limXH)(x)|< r.

In the sequelH is a sequence of partial functions fromR into R.
One can prove the following proposition

(45) If H is uniform-convergent onX and for everyn holdsH(n) is continuous onX, then limXH
is continuous onX.
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